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King of the Clouds
By Dori Gardner
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Love Is Free
By Lilliana Schmidt

I’m with you every day but the longer I stay the more I miss
you. Did I ever really know you? You’re not physically gone
but it feels like I haven’t seen you in 17 years. Is it possible all
the times you wanted me to be miserable is because someone
told you as a child happiness doesn’t exist? When you see
a glimpse of this happiness you get so scared that you need
to cover it up with the shame and guilt of your past to make
yourself feel at home because being uncomfortable and happy is too much for you, so why should anyone else feel that
way? It hurts me so much to try and accept that you’re so far
gone. All the years I spent on trying to be good enough for
you was a waste of time because I was never even a priority to
begin with. I would try and fight for your love and that’s how
I began to think that I had to fight for love. I let that mindset
take over to the point where I gave myself away to anyone I
could because they weren’t going to turn me down if I gave
them what they wanted. When they left I just went to the next
one because that’s when I began to believe real love is fantasy
and if it did exist that it wouldn’t for me. Then I realized all
this time I don’t have to fight for the love of one man. Even
when I step away he has still loved me. He doesn’t favor one
child over the other, he doesn’t pick favorites. He loves me
for me and every tear I cry at night he is there to wipe them
away and hold me close even when I think I don’t deserve it.
All the pain in these words I am giving to him because they
are not for me to carry any longer. Even though I can still feel
the past, he is going to nurture me now and make up for the
neglect and abuse because he can heal all things. I love you,
now and always.
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The Spire
By Chloe Kling
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Mountain
By Mazzy Grisak
We go on a trip
Up the mountain
Us two
We’re both a little afraid
But she says
“I’ll stay with you”
We climb
In silence
My mind drifts like snow
When we’ll reach the top
We do not know
The air is thin
I’m losing my breath
The frost numbs my pain
But I realize she’s left
I’ve reached the top alone
No one to pull me down
I now see that my friend
Belongs on the ground
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A Sunny Day
By Abby Altman
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Flying in the Sky
By Sammy Abbott

The day has come
All the lights are shining down
The energy is going to make me drown
Everything is still and silent
Then the clicks sound
The colors fly high in the sky,
the rifles fly by
All coming down with a snap
As we all twirl,
the flags all swirl
The people all cheer
So, I smile from ear to ear
I hold my breath to throw a toss,
As I start to feel the exhaust
Four more beats,
then comes the heat
We spin together
So we can win together
One last thing to send
Then it will be the end
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Love
By Ariana Vallos
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Bliss
By Sabrina Wolf
The fire burning in my heart has dwindled to a flame
Understanding from the start I’d never be the same
Hey hey buddy don’t go down there, you’re gonna be afraid
But you don’t care, yeah you don’t listen to me.
The music running through my head, is full of sad songs
Tears keep falling down my cheeks, I’m trying to be strong
Great you took the one thing that I loved away from me
But you don’t care, yeah you don’t listen to me
Wait and see, yeah you’ll make me
Run and break free
You don’t know how easy it would be
If everything stayed fine
The waves from the ocean to the sea
Just wonder how bliss it could be
The ashes floating through the sky, cascaded down to dust
Nature makes me feel so calm, a calm I wish I trust
But everything’s falling down this year, it doesn’t seem to fit
So we don’t care, yeah we don’t listen to it
The flowers I hold in my hand, and the petals they’re all gone
Disgust and hatred in this world, why won’t they just move on
It’s all too much to bear so why won’t they quit
We just might care, but we won’t stand for it
Wait and see, yeah you’ll make me
Run and break free
You don’t know how easy it would be
If everything stayed fine
The waves from the ocean to the sea
Just wonder how bliss it could be
Oh you don’t know
Oh watch us go
You don’t know how easy it would be
If everything stayed fine
The waves from the ocean to the sea
Just wonder how bliss it could be
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Wagon Trails
By Katie Criswell
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Wait a Moment
By Ariana Vallos
Wait a moment
Release all your doubt
Please take some time to go out
Take some time to visit the little things here and about
It’s time to forget about doing things just for the clout
Wait a moment
Take the time to get out
Forget about the game where you got blown out
And go take the route
The one you’ve never traveled about
Wait a moment
Remember that girl? Yeah, go ask her out
Take her down that route
you’ve never traveled about
When you get there try and find something interesting out
But remember…find someone you care for
And can simply just not live without
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Imagine
By Alaina Henley
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If There Is
By Jonas Muhlenkamp
If there is
a reality beyond ours
I’d like to visit.
breaking from this one
is needed sometimes.
that’s what daydreams are for
aren’t they?
a solution waiting for a question;
exactly what I’m looking at I’m not sure,
but this mirror doesn’t want to show me
my reflection, only my broken hopes.
that which time won’t put
back together for me
I’ll have to do it myself.
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Frosted Peaks
By Sarah Grace O’Donnell
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Live Your Best Life
By Sarah Kocher
There’s a place in my head
Of wonder and light
That I visit in my bed
As I lay down each night
This place is full of color
This place is full of peace
This place is full of nature
From mountains to a beach
Each night I scale cliffsides
And look down at the world below
Each night I hike through jungles
And ski over hills of snow
Each night I glide past waterfalls
And swim through reefs of red
But every morning I wake up
To find it was all inside my head
And so I think to myself each dawn
Why must this only be a thought?
One day the world will find me gone
Off enjoying the things that can’t be bought.
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Dusk ‘til Dawn
By Jami Siegal
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A Way Out
By Jonas Muhlenkamp
The inverse of a function gives
the input for its output.
Application to life seems difficult.
An attempt seems worthwhile.
Taking the pieces that lie around me,
I can rebuild something from ashes,
perhaps, but it won’t look the same.
Why should it? Why need it?
These are more than just some
stymied figments of innovation.
No, they’ve been changed,
reversed, revolutionized.
It might take an eon, yet
existence will fizzle out.
I need to let a new paradigm
take over my universe.
All the paths I see from here
are dark and foggy,
but I’ll trust that one of them
can get me home.
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Freedom
By Alaina Henley
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1963
By Aaliyah Kinnard
It was 1963 in sunny Alabama and the day was on its way to begin. The bees buzzed around the sunflower patch outside and the skies were lightly stroked with white fluffy clouds.
Naomi Parker awoke from her slumber as the bright rays of sunshine were shining on her brown
skin. Her eyes vividly fluttered open as her body sat up. Her arms reached up to the heavens as she
stretched. She got up and washed herself before putting on a black pleated skirt with her white shortsleeved dress shirt. She braided her thick, raven hair into two long plaits. She grabbed her white
socks, black Mary Janes, navy blue backpack and chased the floorboards to the kitchen downstairs.
Naomi’s mother turned around, “There you are,” She stated, shaking her head in a joking manner.
“Sorry, mama. I lost track of time,” Naomi said, slipping on her shoes over her socks.
“Well, the bus should be here soon,” Her mom told her. She rung out the lime green cloth and wiped
down the countertops, “And Naomi, after school today, your brother gon’ take you home since he’ll
be there. Your father’s working overtime tonight. I do not wanna hear that you walked home from
school today like yesterday, ya hear?” She said, sternly.
Naomi nodded her head with no sound made.
“I can’t hear no head nod,” Her mother said.
“Yes ma’am, I won’t walk after school...but why not?” She asked.
Her father came through the kitchen, “Because ever since that incident up in Mississippi, ain’t no
black folk been wantin’ y’all youngins walking in the streets alone,” He explained as he went to kiss
his wife on the cheek.
“But daddy, I will be walking with Roberta and Juanita, too. I won’t be alone,” She whined.
He sighed deeply, “You are only thirteen, Naomi. It’s too dangerous. Besides, you heard your mama
and me. So, obey our wishes, Naomi. I won’t say it again,” He said.
“Yes, sir,” She said, pouting.
The bus pulled up to the front of her house. Their bus driver, Miss Milly, opened the bus doors and
honked the horn.
“That’s Miss Milly. You better get on,” Her mama advised.
Naomi grabbed her backpack and turned to her mom, “Mama? Do you think that one day things will
be different?”” She asked.
Her mama looked at the sincerity in her daughter’s deep brown eyes, “Maybe,” was all she said.
(continued on page 21
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1963 (continued)

Naomi smiled and ran off into the white school bus.
It was the end of the school day and Naomi was getting her things ready to leave. As her teacher,
Mrs. Jones, erased the board, the principal came into the room and the class got quiet.
“Miss Nora, turn on the TV. There is some terrible news,” The principal said, dejectedly.
Mrs. Jones fumbled to turn on the TV, but when the black and white pictures flipped on, horror had
taken control.
The children watched as the young black students were being blasted with high-pressure water,
bitten by dogs, and placed into arrest.
Naomi watched in fear as the teens screamed and ran in every whichway. Her heart hardened to see
the white man have no mercy on their poor souls.
“Uh-h, class dismissed, everyone. Go be with your loved ones. This is a time of much needed hope.
The office can take calls home if you need to call someone,” Mrs. Jones said.
Everyone filed out of the classroom to be with their families.
As Naomi walked out of the school, she saw many cars fill up the streets as children hopped inside
with their family. Naomi sat on the curb as the cars disappeared one by one, leaving gaps in the
road. Eventually, the parking lots were empty and Naomi was by her lonesome.
“Where could Leroy be?” She thought to herself.
After half an hour, she thought for a little while longer, the idea of walking popped in her head. On
cue, the janitor, Mr. Todd, came to the doors and popped his head out, “Hey, Naomi? I gotta make
sure everyone is going home safely tonight. You got a ride to ya mama’s house?” He asked.
She looked around the parking lot of the school one last time before nodding her head, “I’m gonna
walk home today, Mr. Todd,” She answered, hesistantly.
Mr. Todd rose his eyebrows in shock, “Well...okay. Just be careful, sweetheart,” He warned, “Have
a good evenin’, little Naomi.” He walked back inside and continued sweeping the marble floors.
She sighed and grabbed her backpack and began to walk home.
Mama will be so upset with me.

(continued on page 22)
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1963 (continued)

As she arrived to her home, safely might I add, she noticed her father’s car was in their driveway.
She thought he had work, but she brushed it off and went inside.
Her mother and father were sitting on the couch, watching the TV.
Naomi noticed that they were watching the same thing she was except it was a video of Dr. King
being arrested and a picture of him holding a placard in front of a white background.

Her mother and father looked up to see their daughter staring back at them. She grabbed a tissue and
blew her nose, “Now, what did I tell you about walking home today?” She asked Naomi, raising her
voice a bit.
“Leroy wasn’t at school today,” She explained.
Her mother’s facial expression lightened up as she heard Naomi’s response. Almost as if she were
surprised.
Her father stepped in, “Why don’t you head on up to your room and play for a while?” He asked.
Naomi nodded her head with a concerned look on her face, but headed upstairs with little hesitation.
Her mother looked at the TV and watched names go by on the screen:
Mick Gaines, 17
Roberta Johnson, 14
Juanita Gerrick, 19
Boris Greene, 16
Leila Hender, 18
Linda Bledsoe, 18
Malcolm Paine, 16
(continued on page 23)
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1963 (continued)

Paula Paine, 17
Naomi’s mom and dad took a breath of relief. Suddenly, a colored newscaster had interrupted the
current report to reveal that there had been one more student but he was not identified until mere
minutes ago.
“His face was so beaten that no one could recognize him until blood was drawn at the hospital an
hour after his death and the results are in. We’ll put the name and age of the deceased right here.
We send our condolences to the family and friends.”
Leroy Jenkins Parker, age 18
Tears filled her eyes as she saw his name pass. She fell into her husband’s arms as the pain
slammed into her heart. The screams of sorrow echoed through the house.
“NOOOOOOOO! My baby!” She exclaimed in sadness, “My beautiful baby boy,” She cried.
Naomi’s eyes began to water as she whimpered in hurt at the top of the staircase.
Leroy...
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Stretch Cooper
By Brock Wolfe
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Perhaps Life Persists
By Jonas Muhlenkamp
I’ve chosen the way to reach
the warmth of house and home.
I don’t know if it will be there,
waiting for me, when I get there.
But I can’t let my fear take control mustn’t allow this storm within to erupt.
I need to hope, to believe that
no matter where I end up, I’ll push on.
Repairing the cracks and holes
within will take time, but this is
the world, and it will be there
for every step till the end.
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St. Maximilian Kolbe
By Gus Holben
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Reap the World
By Sarah Grace O’Donnell
Born upon a freezing cold December afternoon,
Born upon a day the doctors said that was too soon.
Born into a situation rising like the tide:
Born unto a mother that was crumbling inside.
As a child, deep-set channels etched their way unto her cheek
Carved out by flowing rivers spilled from eyes that were too weak.
A house without a father is a house without a home.
The mother and the daughter, though together, were alone.
The portraits of a happy family yellowed on the wall,
A burden far too heavy for a child far too small.
Anxiety weighed down like an anvil on her lungs,
Whispering its curses like a thousand foreign tongues.
Burned into her eyelids were the images unuttered:
A body white and lifeless, blood sinking down the gutter,
Or a bullet that had struck him down in the desert sand,
The small silver rosary still clenched in his right hand.
They saw his face instead of the physiognomy of strangers
To pretend that he was back at home instead of constant danger.
But the army marched their soldiers onward farther from the West,
So he slipped that silver rosary in the pocket on his breast.
They bended knee and folded palms and lips to slowly mutter,
Lit candles under burning incense, shut churchdoor like a shutter,
But prayers are only selfishness and turn the conscience dead
When all they think is “let him live and take that man instead”.
So they wept for all the soldiers gone upon that Christmas day.
They wept for all the families shrouded in their own dismay.
They hoped to see a shooting star upon that Christmas night,
Like the one above old Bethlehem, the one that shined so bright.
But God must have listened to their frantic-whispered prayers,
He must have heard their desperation, and must have truly cared.
They thought they’d be forevermore nothing but alone
Until the day they heard him say “I’m finally coming home”.
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City View
By Cameron Wright
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Golden
By Tresor Nshimiye
“How many siblings do you have?”
Whenever asked the question, my answer was always “three.” That is until I decided
that my answer wasn’t true. I don’t have just three siblings, I have four; but I had chosen
not to include one in the count.
Following the car ride home from an early Sunday mass, my mom’s seat caught my
attention. The image of a red blossom burgeoned as she emerged from her seat—some
exotic and curious flower—flattened by Mom’s stately ass on the bottom of her white
pants. Without warning, harrowing pains and aches devoured Mom, unrelenting in their
multitude. Dad ordered my siblings and me to go inside the house and remain there, a
command quickly followed by the screech of the car jolting onto the road, speeding
toward the ER.
---It had seemed like days before my parents came home from the hospital later that
night, but when they had, there was no smile—no assurance that everything was all right.
My eyes were drawn toward Mom’s stomach, where lay an empty bump with no sign of the
vitality that once thrived within. My dad relayed the news: Golden had not survived the
long operation. A heavyweight anchored my chest, and I felt my throat irrepressibly
thicken.
He explained that God gave him a new body in heaven—a body that was perfect and
would never be sick again. And although I was supposed to find hope in what he was
saying, God wouldn’t return Golden to us. Never to see him again, never to feel his kick and then
giggle about it afterward. All I could do was embrace Mom and let the torrent of
her tears soak through my shirt. I could feel her clench her fists, not knowing whether to
be mad or to give up hope altogether. I could hear her silently screaming, suffocating with
each breath she took holding onto her pride. I ran my fingers through her hair, time and
time again, in an attempt to calm the silent war within her mind. At the age of eight, I
understood how true sadness felt for the first time.
If only Golden had seen Mom in the weeks following: her tiny hands shyly hovering
over the pills she either needs or thinks she needs; the faint lines on her face which she
tried so hard to fight off with expensive creams; the thinning hair and tidy collection of
sun hats in her closet designed to obscure the former; the twenty pounds of extra fat
around her waist she carries around as some floatation ring, perhaps to brave the deep
dark waters of guilt.
Instead of being greeted by loving, honeyed voices, Golden met stinging surgical
slang. Rather than fondling the warmth of sweet breastmilk, his blood was curdling at the
bitter tang of scalpels and forceps. I’d imagine spending summer twilights with him,
sitting on the porch swing, listening to the frogs croak their late-night serenade to the
fireflies and to the distant spatterings of dog barks. Winters would ensue, with our snow
(continued on page 30)
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Golden (continued)

angels sparkling and the trails we left behind crunched—all while smiles were playing upon
cold lips. But the curette scraped away the last tissues of the uterine lining, and with that,
memories untold and unlived.
I never met Golden. He lived—and died—and never came to be. But why should my
three siblings be acknowledged because they have lived 15, 13, and 8 years so far, but my
brother be neglected simply because he lived only 5 months? Just because I never had the
chance to play hide and seek with him—because I never rode bikes with him under the mauve
of a dusky sky—does it warrant a mere brush-off? Even though the pain is gone,
must the memory be as well?
Golden lived, and he deserves to be in my count. The mere mention of a miscarried
child’s short life may bring about indescribable pain, and one may run from referencing
him or her as a result. But burying these reminders neither honors those little lives nor
serves the grieving heart, whose incapacity to acknowledge is evidence of a need to heal.
We do not find healing by suppressing—we find healing by wrestling, grappling, honoring,
and releasing.
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Life in the Fast Lane
By Ryan Fitzgerald
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Why
By Max Stokey
Why do we dedicate to earn an education,
All for a corner office and 2 weeks paid vacation?
Why do rulers demand a war,
Is life not a commodity worth compromising for?
Why should a man wither at work in his prime,
Would 40 years and a pension make retirement sublime?
Is it not a waste in our most able bodied years,
To drink and smoke away all of our anxiety and fears?
Why do we repeat this elusive, unsuccessful cycle I ask,
Why has nobody tried to learn from the past?
Is there not another way that mankind could win,
Is there nothing useful that we can offer our kin?
We go around in circles in our own self-centered way,
When few think to look outside themselves and ask about another’s day.
It would be a foolish dream to simply wish for world peace,
But if all had more compassion it would be a step forward at least.
We need more empathy, kindness, patience and love
This life will seem so small when we all return up above.
So why not do good things and learn how to share,
Why not help others and show that you care?
Life is so short and drifts steadily by,
Inevitably we all will eventually die.
But for this time being let’s show our real worth,
Let’s all get along on our beautiful earth.
Be slow to anger and mild in thought,
Let us teach through example, something worth being taught.
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Stone Cold
By Sarah Grace O’Donnell
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A Trip to Dreamland
By Joseph Weber
On a cold, chilled chestnut-filled evening, as my family began to rest,
Heaven knows it wasn’t at best.
Dark and gloomy the future may be;
That man meets its own imagination
Without any explanation
To a man who once dreamed at the age of three.
Jason Jacob Jackson Minglegit slept at twelve thirty-five,
To a world in which he could dive.
He called his imaginary world, Dream Land,
A place with trees made from sand.
All his creatures inside his town,
Sideways and even to upside-down.
He remembered each and every creature,
As if it was a bonus feature.
Bingle-a-doo who danced on one shoe,
Aided Jason when he was two.
Baxter Faxter Maxter is Le Master d’Stix,
Who taught him to play chopsticks at the age of six.
Hoodle Droodle McFoodle, the fanciest poodle
Was even made by 20 of the same type of noodle.
Eric Jeric, he was the king,
Even if he could sing.
The town he pictured was there since he was ten,
Was even taller than Mother Hen.
Three stories high worth of ice cream,
And the clothing stores were even made from torn jeans.
The time there was endless,
Better than doing physical fitness.
Man, Zoboomafoo could dance without end,
Yet this is where the pieces together rend.
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The Lake
By Chloe Kling
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2018-2019 Hoover High School Literary Magazine
Editor’s Choice Award---Writing
Neighborly Notes by Sarah Kocher
Neighborly Notes
By Sarah Kocher
Jennifer,
Hey neighbor! How are you doing? Hopefully
our two families can have dinner someday soon!
Just a reminder, according to our Homeowners
Association you cannot leave your kitty pool out overnight!
Have a great day!
Susan
Susan,
Thanks for the reminder! Sometimes being a mom of 4 children
can really leave you with no time to take care of every single thing!
My bad! Next time I’ll be sure to remember to take the kitty pool
inside. Also, just a reminder that you should really remember to not
keep your boat in your front yard, per Homeowner Association policy.
Have a wonderful evening!
Jennifer
Jennifer,
How kind of you to be looking out for us! We’ll make
sure to move our boat to an expensive storage facility two miles
away, and never mind that we’re in the middle of paying our
son’s college tuition! And, just a reminder, you should really
remember to take that cute little kitty pool inside someday soon!
Have a lovely day!
Susan
Susan!
We should definitely get together sometime! Maybe on that
giant boat of yours! I’d sure love to see that hulking piece of machinery
finally move out of your yard! Also, I should mention that on top of
four kids we are currently fostering three dogs, two cats, six gerbils,
one class bunny, and a family of skunks in our backyard. As you can see,
the kitty pool is very necessary at the moment, and is simply
too much of a burden to move in and out of the house every day.
Thanks for understanding!!!!!
Jennifer
continued on page 37
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Neighborly Notes (continued)

Jennifer!!
We had no idea your house was so crazy! Oh wait, we did.
Who could ignore the constant screams of pure joy from all your
kids every. single. night before we go to bed?! You should know
that our boat was very expensive, and was a gift to our son after
he was accepted into YALE and all….. But hopefully you will
understand our tight situation!
Have a wonderful day!
Susan

SUSAN!!!
OH HOW I CAN’T WAIT FOR OUR FAMILIES TO HAVE AN
EVENING OUT!! It would sure be a SHAME if something were to
happen to your boat, since it is completely exposed to the
elements, sitting alone in your front yard and all….
All the best to you and your family!
Jennifer

SWEET, SWEET JENNIFER.
Thank you for your concern for our boat, but I
assume you that IT IS FINE WHERE IT IS AT. However,
I would recommend that you move that lovely little
kitty pool of yours before it kills the grass, which in
turn could have some negative effects on all the other
little creatures running around your house!
Haha, have a peaceful evening!
Susan

SUSAN!!!!!!!
MOVE YOUR BOAT AWAY FROM MY VIEW OF YOUR
HOME BEFORE I SEND EVERY SINGLE MURDEROUS
ORGANISM RUNNING THROUGH MY HOUSE OVER
TO TRAMPLE IT TO THE GROUND.
Have a great day!
Jennifer

continued on page 38
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Neighborly Notes (continued)

JENNIFER!!!
LAY ONE CHEWED FINGERNAIL ON MY SON’S BOAT
AND I WILL SEE TO IT THAT YOU ARE REMOVED FROM THE
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION! AND DISPOSE OF THAT
HIDEOUS KITTY POOL FROM YOUR FRONT LAWN BEFORE
I EXPOSE IT TO THE FURY OF THE ENGINE BLADES OF
OUR BEAUTIFUL TITANIC OF A BOAT.
Enjoy your evening!
Susan

Susan and Jennifer,
Hey guys! This is Amy, from down the street. I noticed some pretty aggressive behavior
earlier this week and was wondering if there was anything I could do to help? I am a school counselor, if that helps at all. Maybe we could go out to lunch this week and work all our differences
out? Have a great day!
Amy

Amy,

Watch your back.
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Escape Plan
By Lexie Takas
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